Organizational Meetings

The organizational meeting is where league rules are adopted and other league business is discussed. Organizational meetings normally run smoothly if the league officers are prepared. Here are a few tips to help your meeting run smoothly.

The members present are the quorum for this meeting.

League meeting

- Set a date and place - Make sure you have enough time to review the league rules and discuss the schedule and any other issues.
- Notify captains/members.
- Copy and distribute the league rules for review.
- Set an agenda.
- If elections will be held have ballots ready.
- Review how to make a motion.
- Discuss USBC Rule changes.
- Discuss any scheduling issues. (Holidays, special events, Super Bowl for example)

Either the league board of directors or the membership adopts the rules.

Each rule should be addressed and voted on. A majority of the votes cast is needed to adopt rules. A majority is one more than half the votes cast.